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2024 ICM 
Problem D: Great Lakes Water Problem 

 
 
Background 
The Great Lakes of the United States and Canada are the largest group of freshwater lakes in the 
world. The five lakes and connecting waterways constitute a massive drainage basin that 
contains many large urban areas in these two countries, with varied climate and localized 
weather conditions. 

The lakes’ water is used for many purposes (fishing, recreation, power generation, drinking, 
shipping, animal and fish habitat, construction, irrigation, etc.). Consequently, a vast variety of 
stakeholders have an interest in the management of the water that flows into and out of the lakes. 
In particular, if too little water is drained or evaporates from the lakes, then flooding may occur 
and homes and businesses along the shore suffer; if too much water is drained, then large ships 
cannot travel through the waterways to bring supplies and support the local economy. The main 
problem is regulating the water levels such that all stakeholders can benefit.  

The water level in each lake is determined by how much water enters and leaves the lake. These 
levels are the result of complex interactions among temperature, wind, tides, precipitation, 
evaporation, bathymetry (the shape of the lake bottom), river flows and runoff, reservoir policies, 
seasonal cycles, and long-term climate changes. There are two primary control mechanisms 
within the flow of water in the Great Lakes system – Compensating Works of the Soo Locks at 
Sault Ste. Marie (three hydropower plants, five navigation locks, and a gated dam at the head of 
the rapids) and the Moses-Saunders Dam at Cornwall as indicated in the Addendum.  

While the two control dams, many channels and canals, and the drainage basin reservoirs may be 
controlled by humans, the rates of rain, evaporation, erosion, ice jams, and other water-flow 
phenomena are beyond human manipulation. The policies of local jurisdictions may have 
different effects than expected, as can seasonal and environmental changes in the water basin. 
These changes in turn affect the ecosystem of the area, which impacts the health of the flora and 
fauna found in and around the lakes and the residents that live in the water basin. Even though 
the Great Lakes seem to have a regular annual pattern, a variance from normal of two to three 
feet of water level can dramatically affect some of the stakeholders. 

This dynamic network flow problem is “wicked” – exceptionally challenging to solve because of 
interdependencies, complicated requirements, and inherent uncertainties. For the lake’s 
problems, we have ever-changing dynamics and the conflicting interests of stakeholders.  
See Problem D Addendum for Additional Information.  
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Requirement 
The International Joint Commission (IJC) requests support from your company, International 
network Control Modelers – ICM, to assist with management and models for the control 
mechanisms (the two dams – Compensating Works and Moses-Saunders Dam as indicated in the 
Addendum) that directly influence water levels in the Great Lakes flow network. Your ICM 
supervisor has given your team the lead in developing the model and a management plan to 
implement the model. Your supervisor indicates there are several considerations that may help to 
achieve this goal starting with the building of a network model for the Great Lakes and 
connecting river flows from Lake Superior to the Atlantic Ocean. Some other optional 
considerations or issues your supervisor mentioned were:  
 

• Determination of the optimal water levels of the five Great Lakes at any time of the year, 
taking into account the various stakeholders’ desires (the costs and benefits could be 
different for each stakeholder).  

• Establishment of algorithms to maintain optimal water levels in the five lakes from 
inflow and outflow data for the lakes. 

• Understanding of the sensitivity of your control algorithms for the outflow of the two 
control dams. Given the data for 2017, would your new controls result in satisfactory or 
better than the actual recorded water levels for the various stakeholders for that year? 

• How sensitive is your algorithm to changes in environmental conditions (e.g., 
precipitation, winter snowpack, ice jams)? 

• Focus your extensive analysis of ONLY the stakeholders and factors influencing Lake 
Ontario as there is more recent concern for the management of the water level for this 
lake. 
 

The IJC is also interested in what historical data you use to inform your models and establish 
parameters, as they are curious to compare how your management and control strategies compare 
to previous models. Provide a one-page memo to IJC leadership communicating the key features 
of your model to convince them to select your model. 
 
Your PDF solution of no more than 25 pages total should include: 

• One-page summary sheet that clearly describes your approach to the problem and your most 
important conclusions from your analysis in the context of the problem. 

• Table of Contents. 
• Your complete solution. 
• One-page memo. 
• Reference List. 
• AI Use Report (if used). 

 
Note: There is no specific required minimum page length for a complete ICM submission. You may use 
up to 25 total pages for all your solution work and any additional information you want to include (for 
example: drawings, diagrams, calculations, tables). Partial solutions are accepted. We permit the careful 
use of AI such as ChatGPT, although it is not necessary to create a solution to this problem. If you choose 
to utilize a generative AI, you must follow the COMAP AI use policy. This will result in an additional AI 
use report that you must add to the end of your PDF solution file and does not count toward the 25 total 
page limit for your solution. 
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Files provided: 

• Problem D Addendum – Additional background information. 
• Data Examples – These are possible sources for data. Some of which were used to 

populate the Problem_D_Great_Lakes.xlsx data set. These examples can be found on 
page 4 of the Problem D Addendum. Note: These examples are not required to 
successfully formulate a solution. 

• Problem_D_Great_Lakes.xlsx – Data for the inflows, outflows, and water levels for 
the lakes.  

 
References (in addition to the included background data file): 

1. Explanation of the IJC’s Efforts to Manage the Great Lakes Basin: National 
Research Council; The Royal Society of Canada. (2006). Review of Lake Ontario-St. 
Lawrence River Studies. Washington D.C.: National Research Council of the National 
Academies. Retrieved from https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/11481/review-of-
the-lake-ontario-st-lawrence-river-studies 

2. Description of the Great Lakes Navigation Systems: Great Lakes Seaway Navigation 
System. (2023). Retrieved from American Great Lakes Ports Association: 
https://www.greatlakesports.org/industry-overview/the-great-lakes-seaway-navigation-
system/#:~:text=Lake%20Erie%20drains%20into%20Lake,in%20elevation%20approxim
ately%20600%20feet 
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Use of Large Language Models and Generative AI Tools in COMAP Contests 

This policy is motivated by the rise of large language models (LLMs) and generative AI assisted 
technologies. The policy aims to provide greater transparency and guidance to teams, advisors, 
and judges. This policy applies to all aspects of student work, from research and development of 
models (including code creation) to the written report. Since these emerging technologies are 
quickly evolving, COMAP will refine this policy as appropriate. 

Teams must be open and honest about all their uses of AI tools. The more transparent a team and 
its submission are, the more likely it is that their work can be fully trusted, appreciated, and 
correctly used by others. These disclosures aid in understanding the development of intellectual 
work and in the proper acknowledgement of contributions. Without open and clear citations and 
references of the role of AI tools, it is more likely that questionable passages and work could be 
identified as plagiarism and disqualified. 

Solving the problems does not require the use of AI tools, although their responsible use is 
permitted. COMAP recognizes the value of LLMs and generative AI as productivity tools that 
can help teams in preparing their submission; to generate initial ideas for a structure, for 
example, or when summarizing, paraphrasing, language polishing etc. There are many tasks in 
model development where human creativity and teamwork is essential, and where a reliance on 
AI tools introduces risks. Therefore, we advise caution when using these technologies for tasks 
such as model selection and building, assisting in the creation of code, interpreting data and 
results of models, and drawing scientific conclusions. 

It is important to note that LLMs and generative AI have limitations and are unable to replace 
human creativity and critical thinking. COMAP advises teams to be aware of these risks if they 
choose to use LLMs: 

• Objectivity: Previously published content containing racist, sexist, or other biases can 
arise in LLM-generated text, and some important viewpoints may not be represented.  

• Accuracy: LLMs can ‘hallucinate’ i.e. generate false content, especially when used 
outside of their domain or when dealing with complex or ambiguous topics. They can 
generate content that is linguistically but not scientifically plausible, they can get facts 
wrong, and they have been shown to generate citations that don’t exist. Some LLMs are 
only trained on content published before a particular date and therefore present an 
incomplete picture. 

• Contextual understanding: LLMs cannot apply human understanding to the context of a 
piece of text, especially when dealing with idiomatic expressions, sarcasm, humor, or 
metaphorical language. This can lead to errors or misinterpretations in the generated 
content. 

• Training data: LLMs require a large amount of high-quality training data to achieve 
optimal performance. In some domains or languages, however, such data may not be 
readily available, thus limiting the usefulness of any output. 

 

 



Guidance for teams 

Teams are required to: 

1. Clearly indicate the use of LLMs or other AI tools in their report, including which
model was used and for what purpose. Please use inline citations and the reference
section. Also append the Report on Use of AI (described below) after your 25-page 
solution. 

2. Verify the accuracy, validity, and appropriateness of the content and any citations
generated by language models and correct any errors or inconsistencies.

3. Provide citation and references, following guidance provided here. Double-check
citations to ensure they are accurate and are properly referenced.

4. Be conscious of the potential for plagiarism since LLMs may reproduce substantial text
from other sources. Check the original sources to be sure you are not plagiarizing
someone else’s work. 

COMAP will take appropriate action  
when we identify submissions likely prepared with 

undisclosed use of such tools. 

Citation and Referencing Directions 

Think carefully about how to document and reference whatever tools the team may choose to 
use. A variety of style guides are beginning to incorporate policies for the citation and 
referencing of AI tools. Use inline citations and list all AI tools used in the reference section of 
your 25-page solution. 

Whether or not a team chooses to use AI tools, the main solution report is still limited to 25 
pages. If a team chooses to utilize AI, following the end of your report, add a new section titled 
Report on Use of AI. This new section has no page limit and will not be counted as part of the 
25-page solution.

Examples (this is not exhaustive – adapt these examples to your situation): 

Report on Use of AI 

1. OpenAI ChatGPT (Nov 5, 2023 version, ChatGPT-4)
Query1: <insert the exact wording you input into the AI tool>
Output: <insert the complete output from the AI tool>

2. OpenAI Ernie (Nov 5, 2023 version, Ernie 4.0)
Query1: <insert the exact wording of any subsequent input into the AI tool> 
Output: <insert the complete output from the second query>

3. Github CoPilot (Feb 3, 2024 version)
Query1: <insert the exact wording you input into the AI tool>
Output: <insert the complete output from the AI tool>

4. Google Bard (Feb 2, 2024 version)
Query: <insert the exact wording of your query>
Output: <insert the complete output from the AI tool>
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Addendum to ICM Problem D - Great Lakes Water Problem  
 
Additional Background Information 
 
The levels of the Great Lakes of the United States and Canada tend to follow a rhythm: In the 
spring, snow and ice melt and drain into the lakes. By early summer, water levels are usually at 
their highest, then the warmth of the surface water results in increased evaporation, and by 
autumn water levels fall. Winter ice covers some parts of the lakes and rivers, and the degree of 
coverage and ice dams can create disruptions in these normal patterns. Though naturally 
influenced by precipitation and evaporation, lake levels are also greatly affected by the latency 
effects of moving water. Water that enters Lake Superior, flows to the east through the other 
lakes, and then into the St. Lawrence River before entering the Atlantic Ocean. This flow might 
take many years.  


Figure 1. Great Lakes Basin[1] 


The lake levels are influenced by dams that control the outflows from lakes Superior and 
Ontario. (See figures.) An international governmental agency, the International Joint 
Commission (IJC), regulates outflows in an effort to balance how water levels affect stakeholder 
interests in Canada and the United States. The goal is challenging, given environmental 
conditions, climate change, and just two primary water-level control mechanisms on the major 
flow path of the system – the Compensating Works (Soo Locks) at Sault Ste. Marie and the 
Moses-Saunders Dam at Cornwall. By means of control algorithms based on a vast amount of 
data on lakes’ input and output flows, the IJC seeks to set dam outflows to keep the lake levels 
within a specific range, near their long-term averages.  
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Considerable data is available for the inflows, outflows, and water levels for the lakes.  
See Problem D Great Lakes excel spreadsheet for some background data.  


 


Figure 2. Great Lakes System Profile[2] 


Additional databases (see the Reference List in the data file) contain past water levels under 
various water-level management protocols, at finer time intervals, at additional observation 
stations, and with other types of input factors, including levels of other lakes and reservoirs, flow 
rates, snowpack, forecasts, ice content, water temperatures, evaporation rates, and weather. 


Lake Ontario Sub-Problem 


A particular subproblem is control of the level of Lake Ontario. Use of an algorithm for its 
outflow along the St. Lawrence River via the Moses Saunders Dam, called Plan 2014, became 
controversial when record-high lake levels occurred in 2017 and again in 2019. Some of the 
stakeholders are. 


1) shipping companies, which want high, static (no current) water in the St Lawrence River.  
2) people who manage shipping docks or live near Montreal harbor, who want water in the 


river to be steady and low.  
3) environmentalists, who want seasonal high high-water levels and low low-water levels on 


Lake Ontario to help maintain the habitat for species to thrive and clean out static bays 
and tributaries. 


4) property owners on the shores of Lake Ontario, who want mid-level, steady water levels. 
5) recreational boaters and fishing boats on Lake Ontario, who use facilities such as marinas 


and boat-launch ramps and, like the property owners, want mid-level, steady water levels; 
and 


6) hydro-power generation companies would like more control over water levels to use 
high-level water as a storage system to maximize flows during high energy usage periods. 
Run-of-river power systems often have only a little control over water level.  
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Additionally, perhaps the most exposed major urban center in the entire Great Lakes system is 
Montreal, Canada, which is affected by the flows of both the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers 
and their tributaries. As an example of nature’s effects despite humans trying to control water 
flow, the Ottawa River has 50 major dams and hydro-electric generating stations and links with 
13 large reservoirs. These reservoirs store a significant portion of the spring runoff to reduce 
downstream flooding, mainly for Montreal harbor. The background data file contains historical 
Ottawa River flow. 


Some of the potential factors for the subproblem are: 
1) current level of Lake Ontario and time of year. 
2) flow of the Ottawa River and time of year. 
3) snowpack and forecast for the flow of the Ottawa River. 
4) water level, current rate, and amount of ice on the St. Lawrence River downstream from 


the Moses-Saunders Dam. 
5) reservoir level along the Ottawa River. 
6) water levels of the other four Great Lakes (eventual inputs to Lake Ontario); and 
7) water temperature, evaporation rates, and weather data. 


 
It is probable that every stakeholder will have the situation that they prefer at some time during 
the year, but it is very likely they will not be happy all year long. The algorithm of Plan 2014 is 
based on trigger points and thresholds for Lake Ontario levels, Ottawa River flow, and Montreal 
Harbor level, but may not adequately take into account other factors like the amount of 
snowpack in northern Canada, reservoir levels, and the water levels of the other Great 
Lakes. If trigger points are too high or do not take into account all the available data, the plan 
may be inflexible or unsatisfactory.  


 


References: 


[1] Great Lakes – St. Lawrence River Basin from IJC https://ijc.org/en/watersheds/great-lakes 


[2] Great Lakes Profile from Vivid Maps https://vividmaps.com/great-lakes-profile/ 



https://ijc.org/en/watersheds/great-lakes

https://vividmaps.com/great-lakes-profile/
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Data Examples 


These are possible sources for data. Some of which were used to populate the 
Problem_D_Great_Lakes.xlsx data set. 


1. Current Water Levels and Flows as Monitored by the International Joint Commission: Water Levels 
and Flows. (2023). Retrieved from International Joint Commission :  
https://ijc.org/en/what/water-levels 
  


2. Current Perspectives on Lake Ontario-St. Lawrence River: Water Levels. (2023). Retrieved from 
International Lake Ontario - St. Lawrence River Board:  
https://ijc.org/en/loslrb/watershed/water-levels 
 


3. Reports on Great Lakes including water levels, forecasts, basin conditions and outflows: Great Lakes 
Information. (2023). Retrieved from US Corps of Engineers Detroit District: 
https://www.lre.usace.army.mil/Missions/Great-Lakes-Information/Great-Lakes-
Information.aspx#ICG_ETH_22302 
 


4. Historic Water Levels at all observation stations within the Great Lakes Basin: Monitoring Network 
and Observations. (2023). Retrieved from NOAA - Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory: 
https://www.glerl.noaa.gov/data/wlevels/#monitoringNetwork and https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/ 
 


5. Historic Hydrologic Data such as evaporation, precipitation, and runoff for all Lakes: Great Lakes 
Hydrologic Data. (2023). Retrieved from NOAA - Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory: 
https://www.glerl.noaa.gov/ahps/mnth-hydro.html 
 


6. Historic Water Levels and Hydrologic Data such as flows, forecasts, wind, ice, and temperatures: 
Great Lakes Water Data and Related Information. (2023). Retrieved from Environment and Climate 
Change Canada: https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/water-
overview/quantity/great-lakes-levels-related-data.html 
 


7. Historic Products and Datasets such as water levels and flow: Products and Datasets. (2023). 
Retrieved from Great Lakes Coordinating Committee:  
https://www.greatlakescc.org/en/coordinating-committee-products-and-datasets/ 
 


8. Historic Water Use Data such as withdrawals, diversions and consumption: Great Lakes Regional 
Water Use Database. (2023). Retrieved from Great Lakes Commission: 
https://waterusedata.glc.org/index.php 
 


9. Historic Perspectives specific to Ottawa River: Ottawa River at Carillon Station. (2023). Retrieved 
from Ottawa River Regulational Planning Board: https://ottawariver.ca/information/historical-water-
level-streamflow-summary/ottawa-river-at-carillon/  
 


10. Historic Products and Datasets for the USGS National Water Dashboard: Products and Datasets. 
(2023). Retrieved from United States Geologic Services: 
https://dashboard.waterdata.usgs.gov/app/nwd/en/?region=lower48&aoi=default 



https://ijc.org/en/what/water-levels

https://ijc.org/en/loslrb/watershed/water-levels

https://www.lre.usace.army.mil/Missions/Great-Lakes-Information/Great-Lakes-Information.aspx#ICG_ETH_22302

https://www.lre.usace.army.mil/Missions/Great-Lakes-Information/Great-Lakes-Information.aspx#ICG_ETH_22302

https://www.glerl.noaa.gov/ahps/mnth-hydro.html

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/water-overview/quantity/great-lakes-levels-related-data.html

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/water-overview/quantity/great-lakes-levels-related-data.html

https://www.greatlakescc.org/en/coordinating-committee-products-and-datasets/

https://waterusedata.glc.org/index.php

https://ottawariver.ca/information/historical-water-level-streamflow-summary/ottawa-river-at-carillon/

https://ottawariver.ca/information/historical-water-level-streamflow-summary/ottawa-river-at-carillon/

https://dashboard.waterdata.usgs.gov/app/nwd/en/?region=lower48&aoi=default

https://www.glerl.noaa.gov/data/wlevels/#monitoringNetwork%20and%20https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/








Lake Superior

		Lake Superior - Mean Water Level

		Units: meters

		Summary: The coordinated monthly mean lakewide average water levels are calculated using the coordinated gauge network.  For Lake Superior this consists of: Marquette and Point Iroquois, MI; Duluth, MN; Michipicoten and Thunder Bay, Ontario

		Reference: https://www.lre.usace.army.mil/Missions/Great-Lakes-Information/Great-Lakes-Information-2/Water-Level-Data/

		Note:  The originial data has been modified after conversion to metric units for consistency within the entire data set provided.

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		183.16		183.08		183.08		183.12		183.16		183.24		183.33		183.31		183.27		183.2		183.15		183.06

		2001		182.98		182.94		182.91		183.01		183.24		183.33		183.36		183.39		183.37		183.3		183.29		183.3

		2002		183.22		183.14		183.11		183.14		183.26		183.31		183.36		183.4		183.42		183.44		183.36		183.26

		2003		183.16		183.07		183.03		183.08		183.18		183.23		183.26		183.29		183.27		183.26		183.23		183.19

		2004		183.14		183.07		183.07		183.13		183.23		183.35		183.4		183.42		183.46		183.47		183.46		183.38

		2005		183.32		183.27		183.22		183.26		183.31		183.39		183.42		183.38		183.35		183.38		183.35		183.3

		2006		183.24		183.18		183.12		183.16		183.24		183.3		183.31		183.3		183.2		183.13		183.04		182.98

		2007		182.92		182.83		182.79		182.85		182.87		182.94		183		183.01		183.02		183.18		183.18		183.11

		2008		183.08		183.03		182.97		183.01		183.18		183.29		183.41		183.42		183.37		183.32		183.27		183.19

		2009		183.14		183.1		183.09		183.12		183.24		183.3		183.34		183.39		183.42		183.36		183.35		183.3

		2010		183.21		183.14		183.09		183.08		183.08		183.13		183.19		183.2		183.22		183.19		183.14		183.07

		2011		183		182.93		182.87		182.91		183.04		183.15		183.25		183.28		183.23		183.21		183.16		183.09

		2012		183.01		182.94		182.93		183		183.06		183.2		183.3		183.27		183.2		183.12		183.1		183.05

		2013		182.98		182.94		182.9		182.92		183.11		183.26		183.37		183.44		183.48		183.45		183.4		183.35

		2014		183.29		183.24		183.23		183.27		183.47		183.6		183.66		183.67		183.7		183.71		183.67		183.6

		2015		183.54		183.47		183.42		183.44		183.53		183.63		183.68		183.68		183.69		183.6		183.58		183.59

		2016		183.55		183.49		183.46		183.48		183.5		183.61		183.69		183.7		183.7		183.68		183.59		183.54

		2017		183.47		183.43		183.39		183.41		183.56		183.67		183.75		183.78		183.8		183.81		183.78		183.72

		2018		183.65		183.58		183.54		183.47		183.5		183.56		183.65		183.65		183.7		183.77		183.76		183.67

		2019		183.62		183.58		183.57		183.61		183.77		183.84		183.86		183.86		183.86		183.88		183.81		183.74

		2020		183.71		183.64		183.57		183.62		183.64		183.7		183.76		183.81		183.79		183.76		183.71		183.63

		2021		183.54		183.46		183.42		183.48		183.51		183.55		183.56		183.54		183.51		183.48		183.38		183.31

		2022		183.24		183.17		183.15		183.24		183.44		183.57		183.62		183.65		183.65		183.6		183.6		183.57





St. Mary's River

		St. Mary's River - Flow 

		Units: cubic meters per second

		Summary: The St. Mary's River flow at the water level station at Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario is provided - Monthly flows are computed as an average of daily calculated flows.

		Reference: https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/inventory?site_no=04127885&agency_cd=USGS

		Note: --- means that no data is available for that date.

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2001		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2002		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2003		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2004		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2005		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2006		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2007		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2008		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		1830.9671248659

		2009		1567.3373084028		1584.8937516044		1657.9512087983		1668.4284410315		1916.4839933641		2147.2662709338		2020.4068103801		1870.3275378502		2163.123703503		1775.4661108736		1731.8581713083		1775.4661108736

		2010		1999.4523459137		1750.5472882649		1546.9491808138		1653.986850656		1503.3412412485		1544.9670017427		1554.0283917822		1532.5075904383		1515.2343156754		1485.7847980469		1486.0679664856		1499.9432199837

		2011		1523.16303196		1430.2837840547		1261.5153945681		1337.1213677106		1466.2461757741		1563.6561186993		1705.8066749446		1713.4522227905		1565.3551293317		1496.8283671576		1533.3570957545		1521.7471897663

		2012		1473.3253867425		1467.0956810903		1324.6619564062		1469.644197039		1476.4402395686		1577.5313721973		2042.7771170403		2107.6226895108		1768.9532367827		1422.0718993313		1540.1531382842		1517.2164947466

		2013		1495.6956934027		1455.2026066634		1505.8897571971		1502.2085674936		1572.4343403001		2170.4860829101		2332.7415983058		2663.1991663105		2659.2348081682		2650.1734181286		2222.3059071988		2158.876176922

		2014		2034.2820638782		1960.0919329294		1967.4543123365		2071.0939609138		2297.9118803412		2612.5120157768		3055.3874539596		3069.5458758964		2780.1477315084		2908.139865817		2860.0012312319		2468.3792804602

		2015		2263.3653308155		2192.8563895703		2193.139558009		1985.8602608544		2395.0386548276		2629.2189536622		2947.78344724		2970.4369223388		2671.1278825951		2687.5516520418		2236.7474975743		2360.2089368631

		2016		2491.3159239978		2459.8842272982		2455.9198691558		2165.9553878904		2414.5772771004		2486.785228978		2953.4468160147		3035.5656632481		2525.0129682074		2728.3279072197		2586.7436878518		2465.8307645116

		2017		2256.0029514083		2431.0010465471		2436.6644153218		2267.3296889578		1998.03650372		2399.5693498474		3157.3280919045		3191.3083045528		2681.6051148283		2961.9418691768		2930.7933409158		2248.92374044

		2018		2066.5632658941		2097.711794155		2507.4565250058		2339.8208092742		2368.1376531477		2564.9397180691		2570.3199184051		2715.3021590379		2593.8228988202		2652.1555971998		2745.6011819826		2205.8821377521

		2019		2362.7574528118		2534.9238635631		2500.9436509148		2410.0465820806		2353.1297258947		2733.424939117		2973.2686067262		3012.9121881492		2902.4764970422		2704.2585899272		2822.0566604413		2614.7773632866

		2020		2504.3416721797		2411.1792558356		2374.3673587999		2344.6346727327		2392.2069704403		2423.9218355787		2429.8683727921		2353.1297258947		2492.7317661915		2425.6208462111		2381.1634013296		2193.139558009

		2021		2193.139558009		2043.9097907952		2018.424631309		1947.632521625		2367.0049793928		2212.395011843		2348.8821993137		2294.5138590764		2099.6939732262		1911.1037930281		1814.2601869805		1715.1512334229

		2022		1694.7631058339		1406.7808036396		1408.479814272		1662.1987353793		1913.6523089767		2518.5000941165		2632.9001433657		2576.5496240573		2569.7535815277		2510.8545462706		2498.6783034049		---





Lake Michigan and Lake Huron

		Lake Michigan and Lake Huron - Mean Water Level

		Units: meters

		Summary: The coordinated monthly mean lakewide average water levels are calculated using the coordinated gauge network.  For Lake Michigan and Lake Huron, this consists of: Harbor Beach, Mackinaw City and Ludington, MI; Milwaukee, WI; Thessalon and Tobermory, Ontario.

		Reference: https://www.lre.usace.army.mil/Missions/Great-Lakes-Information/Great-Lakes-Information-2/Water-Level-Data/

		Note: The originial data has been modified after conversion to metric units for consistency within the entire data set provided.

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		175.92		175.87		175.9		175.92		176		176.1		176.13		176.13		176.09		175.98		175.89		175.81

		2001		175.77		175.78		175.78		175.85		175.95		176.06		176.05		176.03		176.01		176.03		176.05		176.05

		2002		175.99		175.95		175.99		176.06		176.19		176.29		176.33		176.32		176.24		176.14		176.01		175.91

		2003		175.82		175.75		175.73		175.82		175.92		176		176.04		176.02		175.94		175.87		175.89		175.9

		2004		175.87		175.84		175.9		175.98		176.12		176.31		176.37		176.33		176.28		176.15		176.1		176.08

		2005		176.08		176.1		176.1		176.14		176.19		176.21		176.19		176.17		176.09		176		175.93		175.88

		2006		175.88		175.92		175.93		176.01		176.09		176.14		176.14		176.13		176.04		175.99		175.94		175.98

		2007		176		175.91		175.92		176.02		176.06		176.08		176.05		176		175.95		175.88		175.77		175.68

		2008		175.7		175.76		175.78		175.92		176.04		176.16		176.24		176.22		176.18		176.09		176		175.97

		2009		176.01		176.01		176.09		176.2		176.34		176.42		176.44		176.44		176.37		176.29		176.27		176.22

		2010		176.15		176.11		176.09		176.11		176.13		176.19		176.26		176.24		176.16		176.07		175.96		175.86

		2011		175.81		175.78		175.81		175.91		176.1		176.21		176.26		176.24		176.13		176.08		176.07		176.04

		2012		175.99		175.96		176		176.03		176.05		176.07		176.04		175.97		175.86		175.74		175.68		175.61

		2013		175.57		175.61		175.63		175.75		175.93		176.05		176.09		176.08		176.04		176.01		176.01		175.97

		2014		175.95		175.95		175.95		176.06		176.27		176.38		176.46		176.48		176.51		176.54		176.54		176.53

		2015		176.51		176.5		176.48		176.53		176.59		176.68		176.73		176.72		176.7		176.58		176.54		176.55

		2016		176.57		176.56		176.61		176.77		176.82		176.84		176.84		176.82		176.78		176.69		176.59		176.51

		2017		176.47		176.48		176.53		176.66		176.8		176.88		176.99		177		176.93		176.87		176.85		176.79

		2018		176.73		176.74		176.76		176.79		176.92		176.98		176.98		176.94		176.94		176.89		176.86		176.83

		2019		176.8		176.82		176.85		176.96		177.17		177.31		177.37		177.32		177.27		177.28		177.26		177.24

		2020		177.26		177.24		177.22		177.29		177.37		177.44		177.45		177.42		177.34		177.25		177.2		177.14

		2021		177.06		176.99		176.94		176.94		176.95		176.93		177		177.01		176.93		176.9		176.77		176.69

		2022		176.6		176.54		176.53		176.66		176.75		176.8		176.81		176.79		176.71		176.6		176.55		176.46





St. Clair River

		St. Clair River - Flow 

		Units: cubic meters per second

		Summary: The St. Claire River flow at the water level station in Port Huron, Michigan is provided - Monthly flows are computed as an average of daily calculated flows. 


		Reference: https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/inventory?site_no=04159130&agency_cd=USGS

		Note: --- means that no data is available for that date.

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2001		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2002		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2003		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2004		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2005		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2006		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2007		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2008		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		5235.7844322255		5122.5170567311		4808.2000897344

		2009		4442.9128037652		4723.2495581136		5000.7546280747		5230.1210634508		5329.2300170083		5504.7944490245		5513.2895021866		5450.9924456647		5487.8043427004		5402.8538110796		5501.9627646372		5366.041914044

		2010		4731.7446112757		4145.5859430925		5054.5566314345		5275.4280136485		5105.526950407		5080.0417909208		5133.8437942806		5247.1111697749		5283.9230668106		5249.9428541623		5048.8932626598		4983.7645217506

		2011		4077.6255177959		3802.9521322222		4244.6948966501		4825.1901960585		4961.1110466517		5031.9031563357		4963.9427310391		5181.9824288657		5080.0417909208		5074.3784221461		4995.0912593		4785.5466146355

		2012		4714.7545049516		4782.7149302482		4836.516933608		5122.5170567311		5006.4179968495		4966.7744154264		4904.4773589046		4955.447677877		4859.1704087068		4819.5268272838		4709.0911361768		4621.3089201687

		2013		4309.8236375593		4168.2394181914		4556.1801792595		4607.1504982319		4983.7645217506		4989.4278905253		4881.8238838057		5003.5863124621		5026.239787561		4949.7843091023		5085.7051596955		4961.1110466517

		2014		3746.318444475		4049.3086739223		4728.9129268883		5128.1804255059		5317.9032794589		5459.4874988268		5572.7548743211		5550.1013992222		5649.2103527798		5872.9134193811		5867.2500506064		5912.5570008041

		2015		4502.3781758997		4009.6650924993		5292.4181199726		5952.2005822271		5940.8738446777		5938.0421602903		5753.982675112		5816.2797316339		5895.56689448		5821.9431004086		5799.2896253098		5824.774784796

		2016		5810.6163628592		5703.0123561396		5943.705529065		6181.5670176031		6116.4382766939		6065.4679577215		6008.8342699743		5946.5372134524		6051.3095357847		5949.3688978398		5974.854057326		5680.3588810407

		2017		5552.9330836096		5649.2103527798		5889.9035257052		5898.3985788673		5977.6857417133		6037.1511138479		6221.2105990262		6283.5076555481		6286.3393399354		6130.5966986307		6232.5373365756		6054.141220172

		2018		5063.0516845966		5510.4578177992		6294.8343930975		6102.2798547571		6124.933329856		6263.6858648365		6079.6263796582		6096.6164859824		6198.5571239273		6359.9631340067		6292.0027087101		6156.0818581169

		2019		5467.9825519889		5445.32907689		6150.4184893422		6393.943346655		6538.3592504103		6657.2899946793		6730.9137887507		6844.181164245		6648.7949415173		6855.5079017944		6943.2901178025		6878.1613768933

		2020		6827.1910579208		6920.6366427037		6866.8346393438		6914.9732739289		7002.755489937		6917.8049583163		6940.4584334152		7005.5871743244		7011.2505430991		6999.9238055497		6926.3000114784		6866.8346393438

		2021		6716.7553668139		5414.180548629		6657.2899946793		6527.0325128609		6456.2404031769		6071.1313264962		6198.5571239273		6249.5274428997		6320.3195525837		6226.8739678009		6082.4580640456		5940.8738446777

		2022		5419.8439174038		4697.7643986274		5804.9529940845		6008.8342699743		6068.2996421088		6079.6263796582		6048.4778513973		6099.4481703698		6113.6065923065		5974.854057326		5909.7253164167		---





Lake St. Clair

		Lake St. Clair - Mean Water Level

		Units: meters

		Summary: The coordinated monthly mean lakewide average water levels are calculated using the coordinated gauge network.  For Lake St. Clair this consists of: St. Clair Shores, MI and Belle River, Ontario.

		Reference: https://www.lre.usace.army.mil/Missions/Great-Lakes-Information/Great-Lakes-Information-2/Water-Level-Data/

		Note: The originial data has been modified after conversion to metric units for consistency within the entire data set provided.

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		174.63		174.44		174.66		174.76		174.85		174.96		175.05		175.03		174.93		174.8		174.65		174.75

		2001		174.71		174.69		174.7		174.74		174.79		174.89		174.89		174.81		174.75		174.73		174.7		174.74

		2002		174.69		174.77		174.8		174.94		175.03		175.09		175.1		175.05		174.96		174.84		174.72		174.62

		2003		174.6		174.6		174.53		174.73		174.82		174.89		174.92		174.92		174.82		174.69		174.65		174.68

		2004		174.68		174.66		174.77		174.86		175		175.12		175.15		175.12		175.07		174.89		174.82		174.86

		2005		174.99		175		174.99		175.08		175.08		175.05		175.03		174.96		174.9		174.82		174.65		174.71

		2006		174.73		174.8		174.84		174.88		174.93		174.99		175.02		175.01		174.92		174.86		174.85		174.87

		2007		174.97		174.86		174.91		174.96		175.02		174.99		174.92		174.9		174.83		174.7		174.56		174.56

		2008		174.66		174.85		174.88		174.99		175		175.05		175.12		175.05		175.01		174.85		174.77		174.81

		2009		174.94		174.96		175.06		175.14		175.2		175.25		175.24		175.2		175.13		174.99		174.94		174.87

		2010		174.74		174.44		174.76		174.9		174.98		175.08		175.09		175.05		174.92		174.85		174.72		174.7

		2011		174.48		174.5		174.67		174.89		175.15		175.22		175.21		175.16		175.08		175.02		174.95		175.08

		2012		175.02		174.99		174.99		174.99		174.98		174.98		174.94		174.85		174.75		174.6		174.59		174.54

		2013		174.52		174.54		174.64		174.75		174.84		174.99		175.1		175.02		174.96		174.85		174.79		174.79

		2014		174.68		174.61		174.79		174.96		175.13		175.21		175.26		175.27		175.26		175.18		175.1		175.13

		2015		174.95		174.74		174.94		175.17		175.22		175.44		175.56		175.48		175.42		175.26		175.12		175.12

		2016		175.18		175.17		175.32		175.49		175.5		175.51		175.49		175.46		175.41		175.32		175.19		175.12

		2017		175.19		175.22		175.29		175.47		175.61		175.64		175.7		175.66		175.58		175.46		175.44		175.36

		2018		175.24		175.32		175.51		175.6		175.68		175.72		175.71		175.64		175.62		175.52		175.5		175.47

		2019		175.41		175.41		175.56		175.7		175.89		175.99		176.04		175.96		175.86		175.77		175.71		175.68

		2020		175.8		175.79		175.83		175.91		175.98		176.02		176.03		175.97		175.88		175.74		175.65		175.63

		2021		175.62		175.47		175.54		175.54		175.57		175.62		175.73		175.71		175.64		175.61		175.48		175.42

		2022		175.32		175.07		175.32		175.4		175.5		175.55		175.53		175.5		175.41		175.25		175.14		175.12





Detroit River

		Detroit River - Flow 

		Units: cubic meters per second

		Summary: The Detroit River flow at the water level station in Wayne County, Michigan is provided - Monthly flows are computed as an average of daily calculated flows. 

		Reference: https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/inventory?site_no=04165710&agency_cd=USGS

		Note: --- means that no data is available for that date.

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2001		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2002		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2003		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2004		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2005		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2006		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2007		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2008		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		5292.4181199726		5303.7448575221		5142.3388474427

		2009		4833.6852492206		5292.4181199726		5555.764767997		5490.6360270877		5459.4874988268		5561.4281367717		5470.8142363762		5459.4874988268		5445.32907689		5612.3984557441		5615.2301401315		5456.6558144394

		2010		4828.0218804459		4125.764152381		5230.1210634508		5244.2794853876		5244.2794853876		5190.4774820277		5292.4181199726		5184.814113253		5269.7646448738		5351.8834921072		5145.17053183		5009.2496812368

		2011		4332.4771126582		4020.9918300488		4808.2000897344		5099.8635816323		5300.9131731347		5337.7250701704		5272.5963292611		5179.1507444783		5309.4082262968		5320.7349638462		5309.4082262968		5400.0221266923

		2012		5170.6556913162		5281.0913824232		5051.7249470472		5167.8240069289		5006.4179968495		5017.7447343989		4966.7744154264		4876.160515031		4842.1803023827		4901.6456745172		4785.5466146355		4706.2594517895

		2013		4219.2097371639		4222.0414215512		4740.2396644378		4952.6159934896		4944.1209403276		5148.0022162174		5037.5665251104		4938.4575715529		5071.5467377587		5097.0318972449		5281.0913824232		5221.6260102887

		2014		4241.8632122627		4207.8829996144		5091.3685284702		5408.5171798543		5507.6261334119		5652.0420371671		5643.5469840051		5595.40834942		5739.8242531753		5977.6857417133		5977.6857417133		6218.3789146388

		2015		5111.1903191817		4471.2296476387		5844.5965755075		6376.9532403309		5855.9233130569		6226.8739678009		6003.1709011996		5901.2302632547		5935.210475903		6014.497638749		5853.0916286696		5904.061947642

		2016		6348.6363964573		6561.0127255092		6861.1712705691		6869.6663237312		6073.9630108835		6156.0818581169		6045.6461670099		5810.6163628592		5983.3491104881		6088.1214328203		6139.0917517928		5904.061947642

		2017		6088.1214328203		6158.9135425043		6297.6660774848		6283.5076555481		6164.576911279		6164.576911279		6266.5175492239		6269.3492336113		6342.9730276826		6365.6265027814		6592.1612537701		6351.4680808446

		2018		5371.7052828187		6054.141220172		6866.8346393438		6730.9137887507		6385.4482934929		6628.9731508058		6325.9829213584		6195.7254395399		6351.4680808446		6609.1513600942		6705.4286292644		6464.735456339

		2019		5906.8936320294		5640.7152996177		6756.3989482369		6866.8346393438		6946.1218021899		6974.4386460635		6988.5970680003		6923.468327091		6832.8544266955		7079.2109683957		7220.7951877636		7314.2407725465

		2020		7676.6963741283		7520.9537328236		7492.63688895		7373.706144681		7399.1913041672		7249.1120316372		7212.3001346016		7198.1417126648		7257.6070847993		7234.9536097004		7181.1516063406		7048.0624401348

		2021		7016.9139118738		5592.5766650326		7025.4089650359		6634.6365195805		6467.5671407263		6425.091874916		6532.6958816356		6371.2898715561		6657.2899946793		6685.6068385529		6447.7453500148		6334.4779745205

		2022		5708.6757249143		4904.4773589046		6303.3294462596		6209.8838614767		6294.8343930975		6362.7948183941		6107.9432235318		6090.9531172077		6110.7749079192		6198.5571239273		6025.8243762984		---





Lake Erie

		Lake Erie - Mean Water Level

		Units: meters

		Summary: The coordinated monthly mean lakewide average water levels are calculated using the coordinated gauge network.  For Lake Superior this consists of: Toledo and Cleveland, OH; Port Stanley and Port Colborne, Ontario

		Reference: https://www.lre.usace.army.mil/Missions/Great-Lakes-Information/Great-Lakes-Information-2/Water-Level-Data/

		Note: The originial data has been modified after conversion to metric units for consistency within the entire data set provided.

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		173.82		173.75		173.83		173.95		174.07		174.18		174.26		174.22		174.09		174		173.88		173.83

		2001		173.75		173.84		173.94		174.02		174.04		174.09		174.03		173.94		173.83		173.8		173.8		173.86

		2002		173.85		173.97		174.02		174.2		174.3		174.33		174.24		174.15		174.04		173.95		173.84		173.81

		2003		173.81		173.73		173.78		173.97		174.08		174.17		174.18		174.17		174.04		173.92		173.85		173.89

		2004		173.94		173.85		173.96		174.12		174.22		174.36		174.34		174.29		174.25		174.07		174		174.01

		2005		174.23		174.26		174.29		174.38		174.4		174.32		174.22		174.14		174.08		174		173.88		173.84

		2006		173.97		174.06		174.11		174.16		174.2		174.25		174.27		174.23		174.14		174.08		174.1		174.15

		2007		174.29		174.22		174.26		174.32		174.35		174.26		174.15		174.13		174.08		173.94		173.8		173.86

		2008		173.92		174.09		174.26		174.39		174.35		174.32		174.35		174.23		174.12		174		173.92		173.96

		2009		174.04		174.07		174.31		174.42		174.46		174.45		174.42		174.35		174.24		174.13		174.07		174.02

		2010		173.99		173.92		173.97		174.09		174.21		174.31		174.27		174.19		174.02		173.97		173.88		173.86

		2011		173.83		173.75		174.03		174.2		174.46		174.58		174.48		174.38		174.3		174.27		174.21		174.4

		2012		174.39		174.37		174.36		174.31		174.27		174.22		174.14		174.04		173.95		173.82		173.85		173.82

		2013		173.82		173.86		173.92		174.02		174.1		174.23		174.35		174.28		174.16		174.07		173.97		173.94

		2014		174		173.94		173.99		174.2		174.35		174.4		174.4		174.37		174.31		174.25		174.15		174.17

		2015		174.16		174.03		173.99		174.22		174.31		174.53		174.74		174.62		174.5		174.34		174.22		174.17

		2016		174.23		174.27		174.41		174.6		174.65		174.61		174.54		174.46		174.39		174.33		174.26		174.17

		2017		174.29		174.4		174.47		174.64		174.82		174.83		174.81		174.7		174.59		174.49		174.49		174.44

		2018		174.38		174.44		174.68		174.77		174.88		174.89		174.82		174.72		174.66		174.57		174.58		174.6

		2019		174.63		174.61		174.65		174.83		175.05		175.14		175.13		175.02		174.87		174.74		174.68		174.68

		2020		174.8		174.9		174.95		175.05		175.08		175.1		175.05		174.93		174.83		174.72		174.65		174.65

		2021		174.69		174.57		174.58		174.63		174.68		174.71		174.81		174.79		174.67		174.67		174.63		174.58

		2022		174.54		174.43		174.53		174.59		174.67		174.68		174.62		174.55		174.46		174.32		174.25		174.2





Niagara River

		Niagara River - Flow at Buffalo

		Units: cubic meters per second

		Summary: The Niagara River flow at Buffalo is calculated as the sum of the component flows diverted to the US and Canadian hydropower plants, locally estimated inflows, Welland River flow, and flow over the Niagara Falls.  Monthly flows are computed as an average of daily calculated flows. 

		Reference: https://www.greatlakescc.org/en/coordinating-committee-products-and-datasets/

		Note: --- means that no data is available for that date.

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		5180		4980		5030		5320		5570		5740		5830		5750		5530		5380		5410		5350

		2001		5050		5210		5270		5390		5540		5400		5220		5210		5020		5260		5130		5480

		2002		5470		5770		5690		5890		6160		6020		5750		5540		5350		5270		5310		5340

		2003		5100		4950		5020		5180		5610		5590		5640		5670		5450		5410		5440		5490

		2004		5590		5200		5440		5690		5960		6030		6010		5960		5790		5680		5610		5800

		2005		6030		6070		6090		6300		6250		6000		5790		5540		5420		5280		5570		5420

		2006		5550		5870		5710		5720		5760		5520		5880		5700		5600		5940		5710		6150

		2007		6410		5730		5970		5990		6160		5710		5430		5520		5440		5300		5220		5440

		2008		5610		5430		6020		6270		6220		5930		6070		5790		5530		5470		5460		5830

		2009		5610		5760		6100		6270		6420		6100		6250		6140		5830		5780		5600		5850

		2010		5540		5230		5340		5630		5810		5990		5910		5650		5430		5340		5280		5400

		2011		5080		4910		5540		5810		6420		6550		6180		6110		5820		6030		6010		6570

		2012		6690		6480		6250		6040		5730		5660		5440		5320		5130		5030		5220		5090

		2013		5390		5270		5260		5460		5570		5630		5910		5850		5590		5720		5750		5660

		2014		5300		5280		5360		5780		6190		6090		6130		6040		6000		6040		6130		5970

		2015		5810		5550		5450		5900		6070		6420		6930		6760		6370		6160		6210		5990

		2016		6320		6270		6360		6690		6840		6610		6500		6280		6020		5990		6160		6300

		2017		6320		6540		6510		6880		7320		7200		7170		6940		6580		6610		6820		6800

		2018		6320		6540		6900		7240		7400		7270		7050		6930		6660		6760		6990		6920

		2019		6980		6820		6810		7060		7850		8070		7830		7650		7280		7150		7200		7190

		2020		7530		7700		7660		7920		7830		7790		7700		7420		7170		7020		7170		7200

		2021		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2022		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---





Lake Ontario

		Lake Ontario - Mean Water Level

		Units: meters

		Summary: The coordinated monthly mean lakewide average water levels are calculated using the coordinated gauge network.  For Lake Ontario this consists of: Oswego and Rochester, NY; Cobourg, Port Weller, Toronto, and Kingston, Ontario

		Reference: https://www.lre.usace.army.mil/Missions/Great-Lakes-Information/Great-Lakes-Information-2/Water-Level-Data/

		Note: The originial data has been modified after conversion to metric units for consistency within the entire data set provided.

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		74.5		74.45		74.58		74.82		75.1		75.26		75.24		75.06		74.81		74.61		74.46		74.47

		2001		74.49		74.55		74.65		74.84		74.93		74.99		74.97		74.82		74.63		74.53		74.47		74.52

		2002		74.56		74.68		74.79		74.98		75.22		75.33		75.19		74.91		74.65		74.49		74.36		74.32

		2003		74.33		74.29		74.35		74.73		74.95		75.12		75.05		74.99		74.75		74.63		74.64		74.73

		2004		74.83		74.75		74.72		74.89		75.04		75.14		75.09		75.02		74.95		74.7		74.5		74.55

		2005		74.74		74.85		74.84		75.03		75.11		75.02		74.94		74.79		74.69		74.6		74.58		74.55

		2006		74.63		74.86		74.82		74.83		74.84		74.89		74.98		74.95		74.81		74.74		74.79		74.83

		2007		74.98		74.97		74.85		75.01		75.05		74.98		74.86		74.71		74.56		74.42		74.31		74.32

		2008		74.56		74.75		74.87		75.18		75.3		75.19		75.12		75.06		74.81		74.6		74.51		74.55

		2009		74.76		74.82		74.92		75.12		75.19		75.16		75.12		75.03		74.78		74.6		74.5		74.48

		2010		74.51		74.54		74.55		74.66		74.71		74.85		74.97		74.9		74.72		74.61		74.5		74.52

		2011		74.49		74.41		74.61		74.85		75.23		75.33		75.14		74.94		74.76		74.66		74.58		74.62

		2012		74.8		74.99		74.97		74.92		74.91		74.9		74.79		74.65		74.5		74.34		74.29		74.28

		2013		74.38		74.52		74.57		74.72		74.88		75.1		75.14		74.99		74.79		74.64		74.6		74.53

		2014		74.64		74.61		74.55		74.83		75.14		75.17		75.09		74.96		74.78		74.59		74.46		74.46

		2015		74.56		74.5		74.41		74.62		74.81		75.02		75.21		75.11		74.91		74.67		74.56		74.47

		2016		74.63		74.82		74.97		75.11		75.09		75.02		74.95		74.84		74.7		74.54		74.48		74.46

		2017		74.62		74.82		75		75.35		75.8		75.81		75.69		75.43		75.08		74.86		74.87		74.77

		2018		74.83		74.9		74.93		75.01		75.26		75.22		75.06		74.91		74.74		74.62		74.62		74.71

		2019		74.83		74.97		74.97		75.15		75.7		75.91		75.8		75.53		75.24		75.04		75.04		75

		2020		75.05		75.12		75.18		75.32		75.36		75.29		75.18		75.05		74.85		74.7		74.6		74.62

		2021		74.62		74.53		74.49		74.62		74.72		74.71		74.81		74.85		74.79		74.78		74.86		74.87

		2022		74.86		74.88		74.99		75.13		75.17		75.13		74.95		74.74		74.55		74.41		74.4		74.47





Ottawa River

		Ottawa River - Flow at Carillon

		Units: cubic meters per second

		Summary: The Ottawa River has 50 major dams and hydro-electric generating stations and link with 13 large reservoirs. These reservoirs store a significant portion of the spring runoff to reduce downstream (mainly Montreal harbor) flooding.  Carillion is the last observation station along the Ottawa River before the water flows into the St. Lawrence River.  

		Reference: https://ottawariver.ca/information/historical-water-level-streamflow-summary/ottawa-river-at-carillon/

		Note: --- means that no data is available for that date.



		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		2090		2003		2382		2847		2712		1842		1559		1392		1226		1016		1098		1485

		2001		1449		1657		1518		2872		1756		1439		1016		668		822		1837		2561		2798

		2002		2185		1970		2354		4171		3951		3691		1858		1105		886		826		900		956

		2003		1167		1249		1488		2373		1868		1725		1127		1487		1008		1816		3266		3096

		2004		2470		2040		2289		3217		3865		1936		1875		1091		1255		881		1095		1575

		2005		1942		1736		1373		4141		2499		1570		993		780		698		1068		1614		2258

		2006		2201		2308		2468		4144		2444		1568		1427		1360		1201		2591		3377		3299

		2007		2823		2176		2049		2841		1722		1979		1411		826		720		707		849		1221

		2008		2513		2243		2140		4783		3228		2027		2318		2182		1472		1323		1793		2085

		2009		2336		2220		2550		4193		3358		2244		1951		1886		1169		1349		1916		1936

		2010		1872		1949		2308		1614		948		789		730		640		981		1896		1867		2711

		2011		2224		2010		2477		3423		3640		2106		1465		899		832		876		1157		1881

		2012		1924		1909		3248		2315		1692		987		620		614		703		1223		2052		1843

		2013		2037		2370		2180		4037		4533		3244		1393		942		992		1440		2745		1980

		2014		2038		1991		1470		3749		4613		2368		1341		1120		1492		2300		2461		2302

		2015		2188		2008		1571		2929		2391		1724		1046		989		1057		874		1432		2408

		2016		2785		2588		3713		4843		3204		1900		1059		932		822		892		978		1582

		2017		1967		2187		3240		5650		6337		3253		2622		1540		1599		1335		2645		2273

		2018		2435		2407		2144		2535		4467		2435		1218		1313		1809		2244		2508		2251

		2019		2272		2347		2184		5404		7731		3964		1563		828		792		1054		2116		1741

		2020		2202		2128		2885		4761		2930		2049		1325		1531		1666		2182		2520		2501

		2021		2447		2262		2783		2182		1304		836		1413		1049		1089		2006		1839		2087

		2022		2148		2014		2472		4317		3990		3599		1605		1285		---		1462		1449		1840





St. Lawrence River

		St. Lawrence River - Flow at Cornwall

		Units: cubic meters per second

		Summary:  The St. Lawrence River flow at the water level station at Cornwall, Ontario is provided -  Daily data is available and data presented is from the first day of each month.  

		Reference: waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/dv?cb_00010=on&cb_00060=on&cb_00095=on&format=rdb&site_no=04264331&legacy=&referred_module=sw&period=&begin_date=2011-12-01&end_date=2023-12-05

		Note: --- means that no data is available for that date.

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2000		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2001		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2002		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2003		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2004		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2005		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2006		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2007		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2008		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2009		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2010		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---

		2011		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		---		7560.5973142466

		2012		6541.1909347976		6796.0425296599		8240.2015672126		7843.7657529825		7560.5973142466		6852.6762174071		6711.0919980391		6569.5077786712		6512.8740909241		6456.2404031769		5861.5866818317		6144.7551205675

		2013		5946.5372134524		5946.5372134524		6427.9235593033		6342.9730276826		6654.458310292		6059.8045889467		7249.1120316372		7560.5973142466		7475.6467826259		7022.5772806486		6937.6267490278		7305.7457193844

		2014		6201.3888083147		6796.0425296599		6994.260436775		6597.8246225448		7135.8446561429		8211.884723339		8381.7857865805		8240.2015672126		8155.2510355919		7673.864689741		7390.6962510051		6909.3099051542

		2015		6399.6067154297		6739.4088419127		6597.8246225448		6342.9730276826		6597.8246225448		6484.5572470505		7560.5973142466		8523.3700059485		8636.6373814428		8098.6173478447		7872.0825968561		7815.4489091089

		2016		6229.7056521882		6512.8740909241		7957.0331284768		7362.3794071315		8410.1026304541		7957.0331284768		7503.9636264995		7419.0130948787		7390.6962510051		7050.8941245221		6937.6267490278		6909.3099051542

		2017		6229.7056521882		6711.0919980391		7447.3299387523		7787.1320652353		8580.0036936956		10222.3806383634		10392.2817016049		10392.2817016049		9599.4100731446		8636.6373814428		8353.468942707		8523.3700059485

		2018		6229.7056521882		8211.884723339		8976.4395079258		8523.3700059485		7730.4983774881		9344.5584782824		9118.0237272937		8636.6373814428		8410.1026304541		7843.7657529825		7815.4489091089		8211.884723339

		2019		8381.7857865805		7475.6467826259		8721.5879130635		8636.6373814428		6088.1214328203		8919.8058201786		10392.2817016049		10420.5985454785		9995.8458873748		9089.7068834201		8863.1721324314		8863.1721324314

		2020		10194.0637944898		10307.3311699842		8778.2216008107		8495.0531620749		9004.7563517994		9542.7763853974		9231.291102788		8806.5384446843		8438.4194743277		8410.1026304541		8240.2015672126		8070.3005039711

		2021		8948.1226640522		6965.9435929014		8126.9341917183		7362.3794071315		7900.3994407296		7843.7657529825		7560.5973142466		8098.6173478447		8013.666816224		7900.3994407296		8211.884723339		8523.3700059485

		2022		8523.3700059485		7305.7457193844		8523.3700059485		8693.27106919		8551.686849822		8693.27106919		8749.9047569371		8523.3700059485		7957.0331284768		7390.6962510051		6654.458310292		6739.4088419127





